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REASONS3
TO TALK WITH  TECHZONE 

To have the tools you need to be successful academically, you need to have your own computer.  
We will help you choose the one that’s right for you, offer great pricing, and provide  

tech support along the way.  

BUYING A COMPUTER

GREAT PRICING
All Redbirds get an academic discount at TechZone. We 
inventory computers based on performance, longevity, and 
value. Some required software is free for Illinois State students. 
Most families find the best prices by waiting until their 
orientation on campus.
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PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
TechZone, a university department, is committed to helping 
you find the right computer for your academic, financial, and 
lifestyle needs. And our consultations are free! Please stop in or 
give us a call before you invest in technology—also ask about 
financial aid or loaner program options.
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ACCESSIBLE SUPPORT
TechZone’s Service department holds certifications for the 
brands we carry, and many repairs happen onsite. You won’t 
have to leave campus to get help for technology problems, 
big or small. We’re here to help! 
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TECHNOLOGY6
ADVANTAGES 

SOFTWARE
Get much of the software you need for no additional 
charge, including Microsoft 365 (with Word, 
PowerPoint, Teams) and the full Adobe Creative 
Cloud Suite. Statistical and research software is 
provided via our in-person or virtual labs.
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LEADING EDGE 
TECHNOLOGY
You will find some of the most innovative 
technology used in our academic programs 
and classes—from VR to cybersecurity to game 
design.
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WI-FI
Wireless internet connectivity is available across 
campus for computers and mobile devices, 
saving your data plan. Connect in residence halls, 
classrooms and outdoor areas like the Quad.
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REDBIRD ESPORTS
Recognized as a national leader at the varsity 
level, our program also includes competitive club 
and casual gaming opportunities. Anyone can 
participate!
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PRINTING
You can bring a printer, but you won’t need it.  
Print stations are available throughout campus 
and every student gets a free yearly allocation. 
We have 3D printing spots too!

SUPPORT
Keep your technology going with phone 
support, online chat, residence hall house calls, 
manufacture-authorized hardware repair, and 
much more for free or minimal cost.
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